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In House/External Events:

Grades: 6-12

Session: 2023-24

Achievements:
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Inter-DPS National Athletic Meet

Inter-DPS French Language Festival, 2023-24

Inter-DPS Science and Commerce Festival, 2023

Inter-DPS Indian Classical Orchestra
Festival, 2023

Federation Cup Champion-Nationals

ATL 'Regional Teachers of Change'

2 Meerut Mandal Open Masters

Inter House Cultural Fest

Joy of Giving

Founder's Day

Teachers' Workshops and Webinars
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Achievements

● The Athletics Team of DPS, GBN emerged as a beacon of excellence, delivering a
stellar performance that left a lasting impression in the Inter-DPS National
Athletics Meet (Girls) from November 2nd to November 4th, 2023. The Relay
team, particularly in the 100 x 4 category, exhibited exceptional skills, securing
a place in the finals and earning praise for their remarkable teamwork and speed.

Following Students showcased their skills and secured top positions in
prestigious events at the Annual Inter DPS French Language Festival, 2023-24,
hosted by DPS, Mathura Road on November 18, 2023:

Navistha Priya (X) bagged First position in “Tisser une Rime” (Weave-a-Rhyme)
Srishti Sharma (VII) bagged Second position in “Bande Dessinée” (Comic Strip)

Sehrish Khan(V) bagged Third position in “Àla Carte”(Design a Menu Card)

Shaina Sigh (VII) bagged Third position in “Monologue en Français” (Monologue
in French)

Suryansh Mishra (XII), Arnav Sinha (XII), Vinod Kumar Nath (XI), and
Dharatbeer Singh (XI) secured First position in the 'Imagaestro', Inter-DPS
Science and Commerce Festival, 2023.

Suryansh Mishra (XII) secured First position in the 'Rhythm Rendezvous', Inter-
DPS Science and Commerce Festival.

The School Orchestra- Crescendo secured the Second Position in the Inter-DPS
Indian Classical Orchestra Festival, 2023.

Tejasv Singh Kondal (XI) secured Third position in the Federation Cup
Champion-Nationals.

Once again, third year in a row, Ms Anjali Sharma, Senior School Coordinator,
has been selected to be a part of 'Regional Teachers of Change' to mentor and
support 25 ATL Schools of the region.

Our faculty, Mr Virender (PE) bagged Gold medal in Shotput and Javelin Throw
at the 2 Meerut Mandal Open Masters.
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INTER HOUSE CULTURAL FEST- LEGACY LUMINANCE 2023

In an enthralling commencement to the Cultural Fest'23, Legacy Luminance, which took
place from October 31 –November 2, 2023 at Tagore Auditorium, Our Students
embarked on a journey of intellectual and aesthetic exploration. The fest kicked off with
an exhilarating Inter-House Cultural Quiz, setting the stage for a series of captivating
events. In the Inter-House Cultural Quiz, the Students from both, the 9-10th and 11-
12th, groups engaged in a battle of wits, showcasing their intellectual prowess. The
triumphant houses were:
9-10th Group Quiz Winner: Yamuna House
11-12th Group Quiz Winner: Jhelum House

The fest continued its vibrant journey with the Inter-House Fashion Show event where
the runway became a canvas for artistic expression and the results were nothing short of
spectacular. Here are the winners who dazzled the audience with their style and
creativity:
Fashion Show Winners:
9-10th Group Fashion Show Winners:
1st Place: Ravi House
2nd Place: Satluj House
3rd Place: Ganges House
11-12th Group Fashion Show Winners:
1st Place: Satluj House
2nd Place: Ravi House
3rd Place: Yamuna House
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JOY OF GIVING

The Educators and Students of the Interact Club at DPS, GBN are service-oriented, and
their initiatives on diverse levels illustrate their deep commitment to the community.
Team Interact Club in association with Rotary Club Noida organized a wide range of
activities on the auspicious occasion of Diwali. A donation drive was undertaken by the
Interactors to help the underprivileged by distributing gifts and other necessary items to
the ones who deserve them the most. Interact Club's initiative was given a good shape
by the students who came forward with donations in all forms; money was also donated
by some students for those in need.
The proceeds of this charitable act were sent to an NGO 'Baal Sahyog' along with the
donated amount of Rs. 25000 by the Interact Club of DPS, GBN and Rotary Club of Noida.
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FOUNDER'S DAY- THE ANNUAL FIESTA

DPS, GBN celebrated its Annual Founder's Day with grandeur and creativity, revolving
around the theme "Panchatatva: the power within." The programme, spread three
days, was a mesmerizing spectacle that not only paid tribute to our school's founder but
also explored the profound connection between the five elements and the holistic
development of our students. The day commenced with a Ceremonial lamp lighting,
symbolizing the illumination of knowledge and wisdom, in the presence of esteemed
guests, parents, and the entire school community. The school's Tagore Auditorium was
adorned with thematic decorations representing the five elements - Earth, Water, Fire,
Air, and Ether. Each element was beautifully incorporated into the stage design, creating
a visually stunning backdrop for the day's events.
The programme, a highlight of the celebration, featured performances that seamlessly
integrated the theme. The Students presented dances, musical compositions, and
theatrical acts that showcased the beauty and essence of each element. The
performances were not only entertaining but also thought-provoking, emphasizing the
importance of balance and harmony in life. The culmination of the day included the
presentation of awards and certificates to students who excelled academically and
contributed significantly to various extracurricular activities. This recognition highlighted
the school's commitment to nurturing well-rounded individuals. The grand finale was
marked by a spectacular display of fireworks, symbolizing the culmination of the five
elements coming together in harmony. The dazzling lights served as a metaphor for the
unity and synergy within our school community.
In conclusion, the Annual Founder's Day Celebration on the theme "Panchatatva: the
power within" was a resounding success, leaving a lasting impression on everyone who
attended. The event not only honoured the vision of our founder but also inspired the
Students.
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Teachers' Workshops and Webinars
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